The second part gives an extension of this theorem to the case where G is the direct sum of such groups. In §3 the result of this theorem is established for torsion complete abelian groups, using some known results about their endomorphism rings. Finally an example is given (for an arbitrary prime p) of a reduced p-primary abelian group G for which there are endomorphisms in E(G) that are not sums of automorphisms.
NOTATION. Throughout this paper p will represent a fixed prime number greater than two. Mainly the notation will follow that of [3] and [5] . All groups considered are assumed to be ^-primary abelian groups. If G is such a group, we define for each ordinal β the subgroup G β as follows: G x = pG = {x e G \ x = pg, g e G} 9 G β = pG βî f β -1 exists and G β = f]a<β G a if β is a limit ordinal. A primarygroup G is said to be divisible if pG = G and is said to be reduced if 0 is its only divisible subgroup. The height function h G for a reduced p-group G is defined by the conditions h G (x) = a if xeG a and x £ G αfl h G (0) = co where co > a for each ordinal a .
If there is no possibility of confusion, we will write h(x) for h G (x).
A subgroup H of G is pure in G if p n G Π H = p n H for each n Ξ> 0. For every integer e ^> 0 we define G [ 
If x G G, o(x) is defined to be the order of x.
Finally for any subset X of G, let {X} denote the subgroup of G which is generated by X. 1* Countable groups* One of the fundamental theorems in abelian groups is Ulm's theorem, [7] , which states that any two countable reduced p-primary abelian groups having the same Ulm invariants are isomorphic. (For a definition of the Ulm invariants see [5] , p. 27.) A proof of this theorem is given in [5] . Roughly speaking the concept of the proof is to build an isomorphism between the two groups G and H. It is clear that one could by similar methods build an automorphism of the group G, taking G and H to be the same group. Given an endomorphism of G we might then ask, "Could one not build two automorphisms of G in such a way that their sum is always the given endomorphism?" This is indeed possible and we get the following theorem. THEOREM 
If G is a countable, reduced p-primary abelian group, then every endomorphism of G is a sum of two automorphisms.
The proof of 1.1 is based on several lemmas. We begin with the following definition.
DEFINITION. If £ is a subgroup of G, an element xeG -S is said to be proper with respect to S if h(x + s) gΞ h(x) for all s e S.
Let S be a subgroup of G, let x,yeG with h(x) < h(y), and let n be an integer prime to p. It is an immediate consequence of this definition that if any one of x, x + y, or nx is proper with respect to S, then so are the other two. Now suppose that S and T are subgroups of G and that Ms a height preserving isomorphism between them. Assume that there exist x and zeG, having height a, and satisfying (i) pxe S and θ(px) = pz, (ii) x and z are proper with respect to S and T respectively. Then θ can be extended to a height preserving isomorphism θ r between {S, x) and {T, z) by defining
Some of the lemmas that follow can be found in [5] , § 11, and so, mainly, the proofs will be omitted. LEMMA [p] .
Since the technique involved in the proof of 1.3 is vital to other parts of this paper the proof will be outlined.
Proof. If x e Si then px e G a+2 and there is a y G G β+1 such that px = py. The mapping x-+x -y + G a+ι [p] has S a+1 as its kernel. LEMMA We let z = x + s 0 -(w + v).
We can now proceed with a proof of 1. Case I. £ m ^ S. We may assume that we have an x which is proper with respect to S, px e S and such that if y e x + S and h(y) = h(x) then h(py) ^ Λ(pa ). Let fe(a ) = a, θ{px) = y, and θ r (px) = ?/'. If ft(^) = α + 1, we can use 1.2 to get a 2 which is proper with respect to T and such that h(z) = α and pa: = 0(pα). Define z' -(x) -z. Then /φ') = α and pz f -θ'{px). Again using 1.2 we see that z' is proper with respect to T". Letting S = {S, a;}, f = {Γ, «}, and T' = {T',z'} 9 the extensions 0 and θ' of 0 and 0' follow. Since
Suppose then that /&(!/) > a + 1. By 1.5 there exists 2 0 e G β [j>], of height a, which is proper with respect to T. We have h(pz 0 ) = h(0) > a + 1. Since θ'θ~x is a height preserving isomorphism between T and T' we can apply 1.5 again to obtain ^eGJp], of height α, which is proper with respect to both T and T\ Choose u and w' e G α+1 such that pu = y and p%' = 7/'. we have completed the proof of Case I.
Case II. x m & T Π T". To be explicit, let us say that x m $ T. Then as before, the problem reduces to that of having a z which is proper with respect to T and pz e T. Let h(z) = a and pz = y. The case A,(τ/) = a + 1 is handled just as before. Use 1.2 to get x and let
Consider then the situation when h(y) > a + 1. We use 1.5 to select w Q eG a [p] , of height a, such that w 0 is proper with respect to both T and T and has the form
where ί 0 e Tί and fe(t6 0 ) > oc.
Let ζ* and 7* be the monomorphisms of S%/S a+1 and T' a */T a+ί into GαM/Gα+iM respectively as given by 1.3 It is routine to check that the subgroups {S, x}, {T, w), and {V, w'} give rise to the desired extensions of θ and θ'. This completes the proof of 1.1.
2* Direct sums of countable groups. In this section we will be considering subgroups G λ , H β , etc., of a group G, where λ and β are members of an index set A. These are not the subgroups defined in the notation. To avoid confusion, we will denote the subgroups G a , defined previously, by p"G, p a H β , etc. The purpose of this section is to extend Theorem 1.1 to reduced p-primary abelian groups G that are direct sums of countable groups. In the next lemma and theorem, however, we make no restriction on the summands except that they be countable. 
Proof. Let G = \J ί&Λ H r as is given in 2.2 and let ψ e E(G).
We define inductively, for each ye A, automorphisms θ r and θ' r such that ψ I H r = θ r + θ' r and if a < 7, θ r | H a = ^ and θ' r \H a = θ' a . For 7 = 0, 1.1 gives #o and 0{. Assume that β r and 0' have been defined for all 7 < β. If /S is a limit ordinal we define θ β = Ur</s ^r an( * ^J = Uv</? ^' Assume that β -1 exists. Then fi^ = -ff^_i Θ C β . Let ^ and π 2 be the projections of H β onto ίiΓ^^! and C^ respectively. Then π 2 (ψ \ C β ) e E(C β ) and by 1.1 there exist φ and φ\ automorphisms of C β , such that 
conditions.

+ c) + c)
to ch( 3* An application* In this section we show that if G is a torsion complete group, (in the p-adic topology), then each endomorphism of G is a sum of two automorphisms. This result will follow as a corollary of a theorem in [6] . 
It is not difficult to show that (l) 5
Let π n be the natural projection of B onto C n as determined by (1) . Define p n -π n -π n+ί . Then p n is a projection of B onto B n . 
. Let R be a ring and J(R) the Jacobson radical of R. If each element of R/J(R) is a sum of n units then each element of R is a sum of n units.
Proof. If y + J{R) is a unit then it has an inverse z + J(R) and zy + J{R) = 1 + J(R). This implies that zy = 1 -r for some r e J (R) and hence zy is a unit. Thus {{zy)~ιz)y -1 so that y has a left inverse. Similarly y has a right inverse and hence y is a unit. It now follows easily that if x + J(R) is a sum of n units in R/J(R) then a; is a sum of n units in i2. THEOREM 
Iί n<(ύ E{B n [p\) = E(B)/J(E(B)).
Proof. Let λ be as in 3.2. We prove Ker λ = J (E(B) ). Suppose λ(0) = 0. Then for each n, x e B n [p] 
Conversely, if φeH{B), then clearly λ^ = 0. The result now follows from [6] , p. 287, which states that J(E(B)) = H(B). 
Proof. B n [p] is a direct sum of countable groups and therefore, by 2.3, each φ n e E(B n [p]) is a sum of two automorphisms from which it follows that each element of E(B)/J(E(B)) is a sum of two units, consequently each element of E(B) is a sum of two units.
4* An example* In this section we exhibit, for an arbitrary prime p, a reduced p-primary group G for which the group of automorphisms does not generate the ring of endomorphisms. The group G will in fact be without nonzero elements of infinite height and have a countable basic subgroup.
The notation will be as in § 3 except that we require each index set I n to be countably infinite.
Define τ on B by the condition T Φ m n ) = b m+1 n .
Plainly this property uniquely determines an endomorphism of B. Let R be the subring of E(B) generated by the identity and τ. We note that if S is a subring of E(B) which satisfies d then S G ^.
Clearly our subring ReW. Let R be the closure of R in the p-adic topology on E(B). LEMMA 
If φ e R -pR then φ is one-to-one.
Proof. Let {0 n }£ =1 be a Cauchy sequence in β which converges to φ. We can assume that, for all n > 0, φ n -φ n+1 e p n R. Now note that if φ r e pR for some r then ψ n e pR for all n. Hence we could write φ = lim0 W = limpψ n -plimψ n = pψ, ψeR .
Thus we can assume no φ n e pR.
Let x 
E(G) = ΦφE.(G) .
Here E 8 (G) is the subring of small endomorphisms of G. Note,, too, that if G is pure in C we can consider E(G) as being embedded in E(C)
Now if G is a pure subgroup of B corresponding to R in thia theorem we can write
We then get the following epimorphism of E(G)
where X is an indeterminate. The only units in Z P [X] are the nonzero constant polynomials. Thus, the nonconstant polynomials cannot be written as sums of units and therefore, their pre-images in E{G) cannot be written as sums of automorphisms.
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